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In many cases an inertial manifold Iu1 for an infinite dimensional dissipative 
dynamical system can be represented as the graph of a smooth function @ from a 
finite dimensional Hilbert space HP to another Hilbert space Hq. The invariance 
property of 9JI means that @ can be written as the solution of a first order partial 
differential equation 
D~(P)G,(P,~(P))+A~(P)=G,(P,~(P)) (0) 
over HP, where G, and G2 are nonlinear functions which depend on the original 
dynamical system and A is a suitably “stable” linear operator. In this paper we use 
a method introduced by Sacker (R. J. Sacker, A new approach to the perturbation 
theory of invariant surface, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 18 (1965), 717-732), for the 
study of finite dimensional dynamical systems, to find inertial manifolds in the 
infinite dimensional setting. This method involves replacing the first order equation 
for Q by the regularized elliptic equation 
with suitable boundary conditions. It is shown that if A satisfies a spectral gap 
condition, then the solutions @, of the elliptic equation converge to a weak solution 
@ of (0), as E -to+. Furthermore, m=Graph @ is an invariant manifold for the 
given dynamical system. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are interested in the existence of inertial manifolds for 
a nonlinear evolutionary equation of the form 
u’ + Au = F(u) (1.1) 
* This research was supported in part by grants from the National Science Foundation, the 
Applied Mathematics and Computational Mathematics Program/DARPA, and the Cray 
Research Foundation. 
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on a Hilbert space H. We assume that A is a positive definition, self-adjoint 
linear operator on H with compact resolvent. The function F contains the 
nonlinear terms. The precise assumptions of F are given in the next section. 
We are especially interested in those nonlinear evolutionary equations 
which are dissipative. Examples of such equations can be found in 
Constantin, Foias, Nicolaenko, and Teman [7], Hale [ 171, and Teman 
[33]. In the case of a dissipative equation, there is a global attractor ‘?I. 
This attractor is an important object of study because it is a nonempty 
compact set in H (see Billotti and LaSalle [3]), it has finite Hausdorff 
dimension (see, for example, Mallet-Paret [23], Foias and Temam [14], 
and Ma% [26]), and every solution ,S(t)u, of (1.1) satisfies S(t)u, -+ ‘9I as 
t-+cO. 
During the last few years it has been shown that some infinite 
dimensional nonlinear dissipative evolutionary equation have inertial 
manifolds.’ This discovery has had a profound impact on the study of the 
long-time behavior of the solutions of these equations for the following 
reasons: 
l The inertial manifold YJI is a positively invariant finite dimensional 
manifold in the ambient infinite dimensional phase space, and the given 
evolutionary equations reduces to a finite dimensional ordinary differential 
equation on %R. 
l Every attractor, including the global attractor, lies in ‘9X. 
l Every solution of the nonlinear evolutionary equation is tracked at an 
exponential rate by a solution on 9R. This means that there is an q > 0 such 
that for every solution u(t) of the original evolutionary system, there is a 
solution u(t) on 9JI such that 
124(t)- u(t)/ B I@~‘, 
where K depends on u(0). 
t > 0, 
The major objective of this paper is to present a new method for the con- 
struction of inertial manifolds. This method, which we call the method of 
elliptic regularization, was originally used by Sacker [30, 311 for the study 
of invariant manifolds for finite dimensional ordinary differential equations. 
The method of elliptic regularization differs significantly from techniques 
used in other theories of inertial manifolds, such as the Lyapunov-Perron 
method (which is based on the variation of constants formula) and the 
Hadamard, or graph transform, method.’ While our main objective here is 
’ See for example, Chow, Lu, and Sell [S]; Constantin, Foias, Nicolaenko, and Temam 
16, 71, Foias, Sell, and Temam [12], Foias, Sell, and Titi [13], Henry [18], Mallet-Paret 
and Sell [24], and Ma% [25]. Other references can be found in Luskin and Sell [ 191. 
2 See Gadamard [16], Lyapunov [22], and Perron [28,29]. 
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the actual construction of the inertial manifold, the method of elliptic 
regularization is also a very good method for the approximation of inertial 
manifolds. Various aspect of this approximation theory are treated else- 
where, by Luskin and Sell [ 19,203, for example, as well as in some 
forthcoming works. It is shown in Luskin and Sell [21] that the elliptic 
regularization method given in this paper can be used to construct inertial 
manifolds for reaction-diffusion equations. 
The elliptic regularization method of Sacker has the same starting point 
as the method of Lyapunov and Perron and that of Hadamard. One begins 
with an orthogonal projection P on ZZ, where the range PH is finite dimen- 
sional. By applying P and Q = I- P to (1.1) one obtains the system 
p’+Ap=PF(p+q) 
4’ + 4 = QQP + 4). 
(1.2) 
A typical choice for P is the projection onto span {e,, . . . . eM}, where ei is 
the eigenvector of A corresponding to the eigenvalue li, with the ordering 
0 < A, < 1, < A3, . . . One then seeks an inertial manifold rXn which can be 
realized as the graph of a suitable function 0: PH -+ QH. The fact that 
9JI = Graph @ is positively invariant means that whenever p = p(t) is a 
solution of 
P’ + AP = p4 P + @P( PII, (1.3) 
then q = q(t) = @(p(t)) is a solution of 
4’ + 4 = QF( p(t) + 4). (1.4) 
In particular, when @ is a smooth mapping, then q’(t) = (d/d) q(t) can be 
computed by the chain rule 
when D = a/ap denotes the derivative with respect o p E PH. By using (1.3) 
and (1.4) we then see that @ is a solution of 
D@(PF(p+@)-Ap)=QF(p+@)-A@, (1.5) 
a first order partial differential equation over PH. Conversely, if Cp is a 
+?‘-function that satisfies (1.5), then M = Graph @ is invariant for (1.1). 
Since (1.5) is a first order partial differential equation, one can, in 
principle, solve (1.5) by the method of characteristics, provided, of course, 
that shocks do not develop. Existence theorems for inertial manifolds, 
which are based on the approach of Lyapunov and Perron or Hadamard, 
can be viewed as attempts to solve (1.5) by the method of characteristics. 
505/89/2- 11 
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The method of elliptic regularization is to replace (1.5) with the non- 
linear elliptic equation for @,, 
-&A@, + D@APF(p + @,I - Ap) + A@, = QF(p -t @,), PEPH, (1.6) 
for E > 0 and to construct @ by taking the limit of @, as E -+ O+. The 
operator d appearing in (1.6) is the Laplacian operator on PH. 
In many situations one can modify the nonlinear terms outside of some 
neighborhood of the global attractor !!I so that the support of the modified 
function F is bounded by, say 
F(u) = 0, for ]Aul Bp. (1.7) 
(See Foias, Sell, and Teman [12] and Mallet-Paret and Sell [24], for 
example.) Under the condition (1.7), since the characteristics of the 
hyperbolic equation (1.5) all enter the ball 
BP= {uEH: IAu( <p}, 
Foias, Sell, and Temam [12] and Mallet-Paret and Sell [24] have been 
able to construct inertial manifolds YJI = Graph @ such that G(p) = 0 for 
(pj > p. Hence, it is appropriate to supplement (1.6) with the boundary 
condition 
@e(P) 40 as jp(-‘co. 
We show that the solution, CD, of (1.5) that we construct as the limit of Qi, 
also satisfies 
G(P) = 0 for /ApI >p. 
The result that we prove below is somewhat similar to statements 
appearing in other theories of inertial manifolds. In order to prevent the 
occurrence of shocks for E small, we need to impose a spectral gap 
condition on the eigenvalues of the linear operator A. The following result 
is a heuristic statement of our main theorem. A more precise statement is 
given in the next section. 
THEOREM. Let F satisfy the conditions which are stated below. Then there 
are constants K1 and K2 which depend only on F and il,, the first eigenvalue 
of A, such that the following statement is valid: Whenever M is chosen so 
that the following two inequalities hold, 
I ,w+,-A,w>K, 
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and 
then there is a continuous function @: PH -+ QH, which is a weak solution of 
the limit equation (i.5). Furthermore CD is globally Lipschitz continuous, and 
‘9JI = Graph @ is an M-dimensional manifold which is invariant for (1.1). 
There are three noteworthy mathematical issues which arise in the theory 
of inertial manifolds and which were not present in Sacker’s paper. First 
there is the fact that the solution @, of (1.6) assumes values in an infinite 
dimensional Hilbert space QH. This factor is resolved by approximating 
QH by a space of finite dimension n and letting n -+ cx as E + O+. In this 
way (1.6) is replaced by a countably infinite family of approximating 
equations. 
Secondly the functions @ which we consider are defined on the noncom- 
pact domain PH instead of on a a compact manifold without boundary. 
The noncompactness of PH is a serious matter. Since we want to apply the 
Maximum Principle to certain nonnegative real-valued functions f(p), it is 
necessary to show that f(p) -+ 0 as 1 pI -+ co. This fact is the main purpose3 
of Lemma 3.1. 
Thirdly, in order to prove that the limiting manifold ‘9JI = Graph @ is 
invariant for (l.l), Sacker showed that ~0 is a %“-function satisfying (1.5). 
However, in order to prove @ to be of class V1, he used the facts that (i) 
the solutions of (1.6) were of class %Y2, which is no problem because of the 
Schauder regularity theory for elliptic equations, and (ii) the solutions had 
second derivatives which are uniformly bounded for E > 0. The bounded- 
ness of the second derivatives is not a realistic requirement for the general 
theory of inertial manifolds; see the remark at the end of Section 4. In order 
to circumvent his difficulty, we use the Banach-Alaoglu Theorem on weak 
compactness (see Dunford and Schwartz [9]) to show that (1.5) has a weak 
solution. As we argue in Section 2, the graph of a weak solution of (1.5) is 
an invariant manifold for (1.1). In order to verify the hypotheses of the 
Banach-Alaoglu Theorem, we need to establish some a priori bounds on 
the solutions of the approximating equations. These bounds are the main 
objective of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
While we do prove the existence of a finite dimensional Lipschitz 
continuous invariant manifold W for (1.1 ), we do not prove here that W 
is an attracting set for the solutions of ( 1.1). Nevertheless, we believe that 
?JJI is attracting; however, the techniques used in this paper do not seem to 
be appropriate for resolving this issue. 
3 See (3.5) below. 
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In a forthcoming paper (Luskin and Sell [20]), we develop an alternate 
point of view for the construction of inertial manifolds for (1.1). This point 
of view combines the dynamical features of the Lyapunov-Perron method 
with the elliptic equation features of the Sacker method. As a result we are 
able to prove that the invariant manifold YJI is attracting and that it is of 
class C’, and we derive a good estimate of the difference 
where Q0 is a solution of the limit equation (1.5) and @, is a solution of 
(1.6). 
We are grateful to Daniel Henry and Ling Ma for some helpful 
comments on this paper. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF MAIN THEOREM 
Let H be a separable Hilbert space with inner product U. o for U, u E H 
and norm 1~1. Let A : 9(A) c H + H be a self-adjoint, positive definite 
linear operator with domain 9(A) and suppose that A -’ is compact. Let 
{ei}im= 1 be a basis of eigenvectors of A, 
Ae, = Aie,, iB 1, 
with O<I,<Iz,< ..‘, and assume that {ei} 2 i is orthonormal in H. For 
r>O and w= CIY 1 w,e,EB(A’), we define the norm 
Iwlf= f ;1plwi(2. 
i=l 
Note that (WI, = /A’w/~ for w E g(A’). Let M and N be integers with Ma 1 
and N 3 1 and set 
HP = span{e,, . . . . e,}, 
Hq= Closure span{e,+ i, . ..I. 
H’=H”N’=span{e,+,, . . . . eM+N}. 
We then define the orthogonal projection operators onto HP, Hq, and H’ 
by P, Q, and RN, respectively. For UE H we write p = Pu, q= Qu, and 
r = R,u. Let F: 9(A) +9(A) be a function and define 
FP = PF, Fq = QF, F’= R,F. 
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As stated above, our objective in this paper is to construct a function 
@: HP -P Hq n 9(A) which is a weak solution to 
D@(PwYP + Q(P)) - AP) =F4(p + @(P)) + A@(P), ~EH~. (2.1) 
Our approach to proving the existence of solutions of (2.1) is to consider 
solutions of the regularized nonlinear elliptic equation 
for E > 0 and to let E -+ O+. We say more about this later. 
We assume that 
e,.F(p+ VP)), PEH~, (2.2) 
is C2 when4 Yy: HP + HrcN) is +Z2. We assume that F has bounded support; 
i.e., there exists p such that 
F(u)=O, for lull 2~. (2.3) 
We further assume that F: 9(A) -9(A) is continuous and Gateaux 
differentiable verywhere and that 
IFI 1,cc - sup IF( 1~ ~0 and sup IIWu)ll,,~ < ~0, (2.4) 
UE %2(A) Use 
where DF is the Gateaux derivative of F and 
IlDF~~N 1,1= sup IDfIub4 I. 
DE53(A) 
lull= 1
We also assume that for a fixed 1 < s < 2, we have F: 9(F) + .9(P), and 
for positive constants c, and c2, we have 
IfIu)l, < cl+ ~2 IA,, u E 9(k). (2.5) 
We define 
(2.6) 
4 It is useful to observe that we use script letters like V to refer to function spaces of vector- 
valued functions on HP and Roman letters like C for scalar-valued functions on HP. 
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where a/ap and a/aq denote the partial derivatives with respect to p E HP 
and q E H4, respectively, and 
= sup IDFP(u)u(,, aFP 
1.1 IlEHP /I II dq@.) = sup IDFP(u)4, > 1.1 
l41= 1 
ueH~nO(A) 
lull = I 
z sup (DF4(24)0~,, sup IDJYu)4 1. 
1.2 VEHP UE HqnB(A) 
lull = 1 141 = 1 
Finally, we define 
and 
al;p I-Ii a9 - sup LO,@= UEsyA) 1) II $h 1.0’ 
where 
sup IDFP(u)ul,. 
u~HqnC3(,4) 
IdI = 1 
One can check that for u~9(A) 
s IlWu)ll 1.1) G IlMu)ll1,1~ 
1-l 1,1 
G IPF(~)ll1,~ 3 d IIWu)ll1,1. 
1.1 1,l 
We also have that 
We denote by LY(HP) for 1 < v < co the Banach space of measurable 
real-valued functions $ : HP + R such that 
WI L”(Hp) < O”, 
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where 
and 
Further, we denote by lyk,“(Hp) the Sobolev space of measurable real- 
valued functions II/: HP + R such that 
“” “$ s am.. . ayhf J/ E L”(HP) 
1 M 
for all 0~ IyI <k, where y=(yi, . . ..yM). (~1 =yi+ ... +yM, and they, are 
nonnegative integers for c1= 1, . . . . M; see Adams [ 11. 
For functions Y: HP + Hq with the property that for some l, 0 < 5 < co, 
one has Ar Y E ~3’~ (HP, Hq), we define 
I ‘yl r,,=esssw IWJ)I~. 
psHP 
We let %(HP, Hq) and V’(HP, Hq) denote the space of continuous and 
continuously differentiable functions from HP to Hq, where the derivative 
DY is the Gateaux derivative. Also define 
gC( HP, Hq) = { YE U( HP, Hq) : Y has compact support } 
%;(HP, Hq) = @(HP, Hq) n WC(HP, Hq). 
For a function YEV’(H~, Hq) we define the directed derivative Y,, by 
Y,, = Dye,. 
If YE 9ioC(HP, Hq) and if there exists q E JZ;,,(HP, Hq) such that for some 
a E ( 1, . ..) M} one has 
for all c E%TA(H~, Hq), then we define the weak directional derivative of Y 
by 
Y,, E q. 
Note that this weak directional derivative agrees with the usual directional 
derivative when YE %T:‘( HP, Hq). 
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We can now define the space wlsm (HP, H4) to be the collection of all 
functions 
Yy: HP+Hq 
such that YE Zm(HP, Hq), and the weak derivatives Y,, exist and satisfy 
Y,, E P’(HP, Hq), for c1= 1, . . . . 4.4. 
We note that if YYE W’-m(HP, Hq) and GE %(Hp, HP), we define 
D’W)G = 5 Y,,(P) G,(P), 
or=1 
where 
(2.7) 
G,(P) = G(P) .e,. 
Equation (2.7) is the way to interpret the term on the left side of (2.1). 
Let B(HP, Hq n 9(A)) be the space of bounded, linear functions from 
HP + HqnQ(A). Then we define a norm for ym(HP, B(HP, Hqn9(A))) 
by 
IILII I,00 ‘,“E”Hp IIL(P)lll,l~ L E Tm(HP, B(HP, Hq n 9(A))), 
where 
IMP)ll I,1 = sup IIL(P)iv 1’ 
PEHP 
IA1 = 1 
We note that for functions Y: HP + Hq n 9(A) such that AYE V1(HP, Hq) 
we have that DY: &HP, Hq n Q(A)). 
Next we define the Sobolev space of functions, W’-‘(Hp, Hq) to be the 
collection of functions Y: HP + Hq with weak directional derivatives that 
satisfy 
s[ 
IY12+ : I’YJ &<a, 
HP Cr=l 1 
with the norm given by 
(Y&,2= f 
HP 
[lW+ g IY;X]dP. 
ar=l 
For any compact set Kc HP, the space “wls2(K, Hq) is defined similarly. 
Also W’,*(Hp, H”) denotes the collection of those functions 
YE W1*‘(Hp, Hq) with range Y c H’. 
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We define @ to be a weak solution of (2.1) if 
@E %(HP, Hq) n W’*m(HP, Hq), A@ E %( HP, Hq), 
and for all i E %:(HP, HQ) one has 
! [D@(p)(Fp(p + Q(p)) - Ap) - F4(p + @j(p)) + A@(p)] .Y(p) dp =O. HP 
It is convenient to make the following definitions. Let 
bE aF” 
II !I aq ’ 1,l.m 
Next define the function j?(t) by 
B(i”)~(5-b-c)-J(5-b-c)2-4ad 
2d 9 
d>O, 
(2.9) 
Note that /S(t) + 0 as t -+ +co. We are now ready to state the main result. 
MAIN THEOREM. Assume that F satisfies the four conditions (2.2)-(2.5) 
and that the following four inequalities are satisfied: 
i M+ 1 -I, > b + c + 2(ad)“‘, 
where a, b, c, and d are given by (2.8); 
and 
where R is given by 
A M+1’C2~ (2.13) 
and 0 is the function defined in (2.9). Then R is real and nonnegative. 
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Furthermore, there exists a weak solution @ to (2.1) such that [@I ,, 3. Q 
J-ii!+ 1 IFI I,~ and IIWl l,m <R. Moreover, the weak solution Q, that we 
construct is globally Lipschitz continuous, !JJl = Graph @ is an M-dimensional 
manifold in H which is invariant for (1.1 ), and 
@(p)=O, for IpI 2~. 
Remark. Note that if (< - b - c) 2 4Jadl$, then 
2a 
Ma Q5&b-c. 
Let 
2 IIWI 1,1,0o 
P(T)=s’-211DFII,,,,E. 
Thus, if t > (2 + 4/d) IIDFJJ ,, I,m, then we have that 
Hence, the hypotheses of the Main Theorem are satisfied if 
i M+l - A,> (2 + 4/d) IIWI 1,1,m > 
A M+I + C~/~-~;l~~~,+,-~,~II~~Il,,,,,I : A> If’lc~v,cr$~ (2.14) 
n=l 
I M+I > CP(nM+ 1 -~,)+11/1W1,,,,~ 
AM.l’C2. 
Under these conditions, the weak solution @ satisfies the bound 
IIWI I, 03 G a~,+ 1 - AM). 
Before turning to the proof of the existence of @, let us first show that 
if @ is a weak solution of (2.1), then ‘%I = Graph @ is invariant for (1.1). 
As noted above, what we must show is that if p(t) is any solution of (1.3), 
then q(t) = @(p(t)) is a solution of (1.4). Let n(pO, t) denote the solution 
of (1.3) that satisfies n(pO, 0) = pO. 
As part of our definition of a weak solution, the functions d, and A@ are 
in %‘(Hp, H4) and A@ E W’x”(HP, HY). Since @ is Lipschitz continuous, 
for each t 2 0, the mapping rr,: p,, -+ 7c(p0, t) is a Lipschitz continuous 
homeomorphism with a Lipschitz continuous inverse. Also, since Q, is 
Lipschitz continuous, the derivative D@ exists almost everywhere on HP. 
So, for each fixed t > 0, the derivative DQj exists at n(pO, t) for almost all 
p0 E HP. Let 9 t HP be the set of p,, E 9 such that D@ exists at 7c( p,,, t) for 
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almost all t 2 0. By the Fubini Theorem, the complement of 9 is a set of 
measure zero. 
Now if n(p,, to) is a point in HP where the derivative D@ exists, then 
one has 
= wntpo, to))tPFt4po, to) + @(n(po, to))) - An(p,, to)). (2.15) 
Thus, for all p,, E 9 we can integrate (2.15) to obtain 
@(HP,> t)) = dPo3 f) 
=@tPo)+pwPo~ s))U’~t~t~o, s) + @tntpo, 3))) - Ant~o> s)) ds. 
Since @ satisfies ,( 1.5), we may assume (after removing a set of measure 
zero from 9) that for p,, E S 
D@(eJo, S))(~fl4Po, $1 f @(n(po, s))) - -wPo, s)) 
= QF(Npo, s) + @tntpo, s))- A@tdpo> 3)) 
for almost all ~20. Hence, we have 
(2.16) 
@P(ntpo, t)) = @S(P,,) + ja tQF(n(p,, 3) + @(n(~o, s))) - A@(~Po, s))) ds 
(2.17) 
for all peg 9. However, the functions on both sides of Eq. (2.17) are 
continuous, and therefore (2.17) is valid for all p. E HP. By differentiating 
(2.17) with respect o t, we then see that @(n(p,, t)) is a solution of (1.4) 
for every pot HP, which completes the proof of the invariance of 9.X. 
Note that we have shown that for any fixed p. E HP, the mapping 
t--f @(n(po, t)) is continuously differentiable. Also observe that we do not 
claim here that CD is a continuously differentiable function on HP. 
3. THE ITERATIVE METHOD 
As stated above, in order to construct a weak solution of (2.1), we 
consider the regularized nonlinear elliptic equation 
--EA@+AAQ,+D@(F~(~+@(~))+A~)=F~(~+@(~)) (3.1) 
for E>O and let e--*0+. 
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Our approach to solving (3.1) is to construct an infinite sequence 
{G’, Q2, @, . ..} of solutions of the related finite dimensional nonlinear 
equations 
-E, A@” + A@” + D@“(FP~” - Ap) = F&“, PEHP, n> 1, (3.2) 
where {E,,} is a monotone decreasing sequence, E, + Of, the functions FP,” 
and F’,” are defined by 
FPv”(p) = PF(p + W(p)) 
f”%) = RAP + @“(P)), 
and @” assume values in the n-dimensional Hilbert space H”“‘= 
span{eM+l, . . . . eMfn }. For n = 1 we fix CD’ ~0. We seek solutions 
(CD’, Q2, Q3, . ..} of (3.2) that satisfy 
@“(p)+O as lpl+co. 
We emphasize that (3.2) is a nonlinear problem because the coefficients FP,” 
and P” depend on the solution CD”. 
Let n 2 1 and E, > 0 be fixed. In order to solve (3.2), we construct 
solutions {Dnxl, P2, P3, .., } of the related infinite sequence of finite 
dimensional inear equations 
-E, A@F’+’ + A@“-“+ I + D@n,m+l(FP,n,m - Ap) = p”,“, peHP, m 2 1, 
(3.3) 
where the functions Fp+*m and F&“*“’ are defined by 
Fp,“,“‘( p) = PF( p + V+(p)) 
Fr,“,m( p) = R, F( p + Q”,“‘(p)), 
and Pm assume values in the n-dimensional Hilbert space H”“’ = 
span{e,+,, . . . . eM+n }. For m=l we fix @ ‘*l z 0. We seek solutions 
{PI, P2, v3, . . . } of (3.3) that satisfy 
@“++‘(p)-+o, as (pJ+co. 
The reason that (3.3) is an infinite sequence of linear problems is that for 
each m > 1, the coellicients Fp,n*m and P”,” depend on the known function 
@ “sm and not on the solution V,“‘+ ‘. 
In Section 4 we prove the following two results which give the existence 
and the a priori estimates on the solutions of (3.3). 
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LEMMA 3.1. Assume that the hypotheses of the Main Theorem are 
satisfied. Let n 2 1 and E, > 0 be fixed. For m > 1 let Pm be given so that 
@n,m E GFT3( HP, Hq) and llD@j”~“lI ,,m G R (3.4) 
where R is given by (2.12). Then there exists a unique solution Pm+ I of 
(3.3) in YY’“‘%~(H~, Hq). Moreover, this solution also satisfies 
@ Q~+’ E V3(Hp, Hq) n P’(HP\aP, Hq), 
where p is given by (2.3). Furthermore, one has 
DV@ n,m+l(p)+O, as lpl-‘~, (3.5) 
for all Iyl>O, where y=(yl,...,yw), Iy(=yl+ ... +yM, and the yol are 
nonnegative integers for a = 1, . . . . M. 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that the hypotheses of the Main Theorem are 
satisfied. Let n > 1 and E, > 0 be fixed and let m B 1. Let R be given by 
(2.12). Assume that Pm satisfies (3.4). If Wm + ’ is the unique solution of 
(3.3) satisfying 
cPrn + ’ E tW1,2( HP, Hq), 
then Pm + ’ satisfies 
@“,m+1~V3(Hp, H”), (~“~m+1~~,m~~~~~~(~~+c2p~~1)j(l-~2~~~I), 
n,m+l I@ I l,ao~Gi:lIFr~n~mIl,ao~ IID@ “3m + ’II 1, m < R, (3.6) 
where 
IJ”3”7mI ~,~~‘~~P{~~“~“~P~~,:P~~~}~I~I~,, 
and s is given by (2.5). Furthermore, one has 
A simple induction argument shows that there is a sequence of solutions 
{W”}~= 1 of (3.3) such that Pm E W1,2(Hp, H4) and (3.4) is valid for all 
m 2 1. In the following lemma, which we prove in Section 4, we show that 
the sequence of solutions { cD~,~}~=, of (3.3) converges as m + co to a 
solution, @“, of (3.2). 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume that the hypotheses of the Main Theorem are 
satisfied. Let n 2 1 and E, > 0 be fixed. The sequence of solutions (@j”*“}~= 1 
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of (3.3) satisfying (3.4) converges uniformly as m -9 00 to a solution, a”, of 
(3.2). Furthermore, the directional derivatives W’;(m converge weakly to @“, 
as m + co, for every a, 1 Q CY < M. In addition, one has 
WE V3(Hp, Hy) n V~(Hp\@e, H”), 
where p is given by (2.3) and 
Dwq p) -+ 0 as lPl+~ (3.8) 
for all Iy(BO, where y=(yIr...,yM), jyI=yl+ ... +yM, and the yix are 
nonnegative integers for c1= 1, . . . . M. Moreover, one has the bounds 
lQnl s,,~;l~,:,(CI+C2P~~1)/(1-cz~M:,), 
(3.9) 
I@“1 I,nr ~Gi:,lJ”%m lW”Il l,co G R 
where 
IF”] ,,m =su~{lJ’YP)l,: PeHP) G IFI,,,, 
and s is given by (2.5). 
The above lemmas apply for any n 2 1 and any sequence of positive 
numbers E,. We next consider a monotone sequence with E, + O+. In the 
next lemma, which completes the proof of the Main Theorem, we show 
that sequence of solutions {C-P”},“=, of (3.2) converges as n --) CC to a 
solution, @, of (3.1). 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that the hypotheses of the Main Theorem are 
satisfied. Let CD’+’ be the sequence of solutions of (3.2) given above, where 
E, is a monotone decreasing sequence with E, > 0 and E, 4 0 +. Then there is 
a subsequence nj + CC and a function @: HP -+ Hq such that the following 
hold: 
(A) For every o > 0 one has 
SUP I@YP)-@(P)lI -+o as n,+co. (3.10) 
IPIG 
In particular, one has @, A@ E @(HP, Hq). 
(B) Furthermore, A@ E W’**(HP, Hq), and the directional derivatives 
@Ta converge weakly to @,= as nj + 00 for every a, 1 < a < M. In addition, 
one has 
where R is given by (2.12). 
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(C) The limit function @ is a weak solution of (2.1), i.e., for every 
<EW~(H*, Hq) one has 
s [D@(FP( p + CD) - Ap) +A@ - P( p + co)] . c dp = 0. (3.11) HP 
(D) The limit function satisfies Q(p) = 0 for IpI 2 p. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Since ID@“1 ,,m < R for n b 1, it follows that 
I~“(~~)-~“(~z)l~~RIp~-p,l, for n> 1, 
for all pr, p2 E HP. In other words, the sequence {A@“} is uniformly 
equicontinuous on HP. From (3.9) one has I@J~,~+‘(~,~< 
2,: ,(cl + c2pI.~‘)/(1 - c21b;‘+ r), where s> 1 is given by (2.5). Since the 
operator AIPS: Hq -+ Hq is compact, one has that (A@“(p): n 2 1 } lies in 
a compact subset of HY for each p E HP. Consequently by the Ascoli-Arzela 
Theorem, there is a subsequence {n,} and a function @ E %‘(H*, H4), with 
A@ E @(HP, Hq), such that lim, _ m AW = A@, where the limit is uniform 
on compact subsets of HP; see Naylor and Sell [27]. Furthermore, 
I@51 I,m d 2,’ IFI l,m since I@“( I,m < 2;’ IFJ l,co for n > 1. This completes the 
proof of part (A). 
Now~~(H*,B(H*,H4n~(A)))isthedua1of~’(H*,B(H*,H4n~(A))*) 
since &HP, Hqn 9(A)) is reflexive where B(H*, Hqn9(A))* is the dual 
of B(H*, Hq n g(A)). Thus, since (IDPI\ r o. <R, by the Banach-Alaoglu 
Theorem we may conclude, after taking a further subsequence if necessary, 
that A@ E YY~,~(H*, Hq), llD@II ,m < R, and the derivatives @TE converge 
weakly to a’,,, i.e., 
as nj+ co, (3.12) 
for every YE %JH*, Hq). This completes the proof of part (B). 
Next we claim that (3.11) follows from (3.10) and (3.12). First note that 
with n=nj, one has 
Qj%(p) = D@%k, and @,,(P) = D@(p)e,, 
and @” satisfies the weak form of (3.2); i.e., 
&I jHpa( @“,.i,ndp+ j/@“-idap 
+j D@“(F*,“-Ap).[dp-I F’,“.cdp=O (3.13) 
HP HP 
for every [E %‘i(H*, Hq). We now examine each of the four terms in (3.13). 
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Since [.,E%?JH~, Hq) and E, -Of, it follows from (3.12) that the first term 
M 
E, 
s c HP,,1 
@“;i,.dp+O, as n=n,+m. (3.14) 
By (3.10), the second term satisfies 
j A@“.cdp+j A@.cdp, as n=nj+03. (3.15) 
HP HP 
Next, note that 
DW’( FP.” - Ap) . < dp = 
s 
DW(FP( p + @) - Ap) . dp 
HP 
+ jHp D@“(FP( p + @“) - FP( p + @)) . [ dp. 
(3.16) 
By (3.12), one has 
jHp D@“(I;P( P + @) - Ap) . { dp + jHp D@(FP(p + @) - Ap) * 5 dp, (3.17) 
as n = nj + co, and by the continuity of F and (2.2), (3.9), and (3.10), we 
get 
I D@“(FP(p+@“)-FP(p+@)).[dp+O, (3.18) HP 
as n = nj + co. Similarly, by the continuity of F and (2.2) and (3.10), one 
has 
jH~~“.idp~jHPFq(p+~).idp, as n=nj+a. (3.19) 
By combining (3.14~(3.19) one gets (3.11). 
Because of (2.3), in the region ) pi, > p Eq. (2.1) reduces to 
D@(p)(Ap) = A@‘(p), IPI, 2P. 
Let p. E HP satisfy lpol, > p. Then from the theory of first order partial 
differential equations (see Courant and Hilbert [S]) the values of @ along 
the characteristic urve p = p(t) of p’= -Ap with p(O) = p. must satisfy 
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e”‘@(p(t)) = @(pO) for t < 0. In other words, one has I@( p(t))1 2 
eeAw+*’ I@( p,)( for t < 0. Since Q(p) is bounded for all p E HP, one must 
have @( p,,) = 0. 1 
4. LEMMAS ON EXISTENCE AND A PRIORI BOUNDS 
We now complete the argument by giving proofs of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, 
and 3.3. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We define a bilinear form on $V’,‘(HP, H’) x 
W132(Hp, H’) by 
+ jHp Al . Y dp + jHp D<( Fp,n,m - Ap) . !P dp 
for c, ‘YE W1,*(Hp, H’). Note that Pm, and therefore Fp+,m, are given by 
the hypotheses of the lemma. We also note that for !P E W1,2(Hp, W) one 
has 
a(yl, Y)=%lHr E Y,,.Y,,dp+[HpAY.ydp 
Or-1 
- 
I 
WI2 
HP 
2 [div(FP,“,” - Ap)] dp 
Thus, since (u,Ii = 1, we obtain 
a(y, Y)~E, j 5 y,,.y,,dp+e~ Y,Ydp, (4-l 1 
HP,,1 HP 
where 
505/89/Z-12 
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From (2.11) one has e > 0. Thus, the bilinear form, a( ., .), is a continuous 
and coercive form on %‘-‘,‘(Hp, H’) x “W’,‘(Hp, H’). Since the mapping 
-j-Hg I”*“‘. WP) dp 
is a continuous, linear operator on “ly-‘q2(HP, R), it follows from the 
Lax-Milgram Theorem that there exists a unique function, Vm+’ E 
9V’,‘(Hp, H’), such that 
a(@ -+I, Y)=JHpFn*m(p). Y(p)dp 
for all YE “W’p2(Hp, H’); see Agmon [2]. 
Since Pm is in ‘Z2, by (2.2) the coefficients Fp,“*“’ and P”,” are in %‘. 
It then follows from the Schauder regularity theory that @**“‘+ ’ E 
@(HP, H4) is a classical solution to (3.3); see Gilbarg and Trudinger [IS]. 
We turn next to showing that (3.5) is valid for all (yJ 2 0. Recall that the 
solution Pm + ’ has a Fourier series expansion 
M+ll 
@ n*m+‘(p)= C qjFm+‘(p)ej, 
j=M+1 
where 479” + i(p) is a scalar function. It now suffices to show that each 
coordinate function 47” + i satisfies 
D’$y+‘(p)-+o as lpI-+m 
for each IyI 20. 
Because of (2.3), it follows from (3.3) that ,Trn+’ satisfies 
(4.2) 
for 1 pl 1 > p. Since @“sm +’ E w1s2(Hp, ZP), one has 
cm+ l E L2( HP), -$+%L2(Hp). OL 
Fix c > p. We show that for g > p one has 
pQ)f,m + ’= 
Dvvm+l= * 
alA 
w - ap;l .. . apt (Pi 
“lm + ’ E L2(Hp\@,) (4.4) 
for all jy( =yi + +y,,,aO, where 9r0 is the ball 9J0= {pc HP: IpI1 <cr>. By 
applying Dy to (4.2), one obtains 
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for IPI+-P. 
We now use an induction argument to establish (4.4). First note that 
(4.4) is valid when Iy( = 0, 1, by (4.3). Lefus now turn to the induction step 
and assume that 
arbyn + 1 
3 
spy 
E L2(Hp\S?,,) 
for any y such that IyI < L. We claim that for ( y ( = L, one has 
or equivalently that 
(4-h) 
~(“‘~~~+I).L2(Hp\~~~, for ldadikf. 
If (4.6) is valid, then (4.4) is valid for any y with (yl < (L+ 1). This would 
then complete the induction argument, thereby proving that (4.4) is valid 
for all y with IyI 20. 
In order to prove (4.6) we first approximate the function 
with a function of bounded support by multiplying it by a cutoff function 
+ = Il/(w, .), which depends on a parameter w. In particular let I,$ E C” be 
any scalar-valued function such that 
e(P)=0 
$(p)= 1 
Il/(p)=O 
O<W)<l 
for IPI~(P+~Y~~ 
for o<Ip\,<w, 
for 2~ lpll, 
for PE HP, 
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where c3 is a constant which is independent of w for w 2 CJ + 1. Since 
d+(p) = 0 for (p( i <p, it follows from (2.3) and (4.5) that 
for p E HP. We next define the Sobolev space 
Wk2(HP\Bp)= {$E W’,*(Hp\B,): II/(p)=OforpEaB,,}. 
Since the right-hand side of (4.7) is in the dual space of W$*(HP\aP), it 
follows by the theory of elliptic regularity that $(P#F”‘+ ‘/spy) E 
W$2(Hp\&fo); see Gilbarg and Trudinger [15]. Moreover, one has 
$ ““&“, <) = g(c), for all {E Wi2(HP\BP), (4.8) 
where b( ., ) is the bilinear form on Wk2(HP\gP) x W$*(Hp\aP) defined 
by 
&p,% 4 
P 
ap, 
and g( .) is the continuous linear form on W$‘(HP\GYo) defined by 
We note that for CE Wi2(HP\SYP) one has 
It now follows from the coerciveness of b on Wk2(HP\9P) x W$2(Hp\S?P), 
the boundedness of g on W$2(Hp\Li9P), and the Lax-Milgram Theorem 
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that there exists a positive constant cq, which is independent 
that 
377 
of W, such 
Thus for all w sufficiently large one has 
By letting w -+ co and using the fact that c4 is independent of w, it then 
follows from (4.9) that 
which completes the proof of (4.6). 
It follows from a Sobolev embedding theorem that 
(7 Wk~2(Hp\~o) c C”(HP\~n) 
k>l 
(see Adams [l] or Edmunds and Evans [lo]), and consequently, by 
(4.4), (by + 1 E C”(HP\Bo). Since (T > p was arbitrary, we have that 
+Yim+l E C”(HP\gp). 
We now show that 
p4yn + 1 
J 
w 
+ 0, as l~l-4 
for all IyI 2 0, which will complete the proof of (3.5). Let w E C” be a 
scalar-valued function satisfying lo( p)J < 1 for all p E HP and 
4p)=O, I PI 1 d (P + fJY2, 
o(p)= 1, IPI,>% 
where (r > p. By (4.4) one has that 
DPwDY~~“+‘(p)~L2(Hp) (4.10) 
for all IpI > 0 and IyJ 2 0. By the Sobolev embedding theorem, Wk,2 c L’ 
for r 2 2 and k > M/2 - MJr, and by (4.10) one has 
f(p) gf (Z-d)(oDY~~,m+l)(p)~L’(HP) 
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for any r>2. Since oD’~~,m+l(p)=DY~~“+l(~) for IJI~,>Q, one can 
write 
where G(q) is the Bessel potential which satisfies 
G(q)=c,IqlZ-M+o(lq12-M) as )q)+O for Ma3, 
G(q) = c5 ln Id + 4n Id 1 as 141 +O for M=2, 
G(q) = 41- 14) + 4l- Id ) as 1q( -10 for M= 1, 
IG(q)l d ~,e-‘~’ as M--+ 00 (4.11) 
and c5, c6 and c, are positive constants; see Stein [32]. We have for 
lplr >O that 
Dy~~~+l(~)=J;q,<,P,,2G(~-q~f(q)d4+J;q,>,p,,2G(~-q)f(q)d4~ 
(4.12) 
Now 
/J G(p - q)f(q) dq < IGl.w, kt-hq > IPIP) + o as Ipl-+co id> IPIP 
(4.13) 
where v> 1, v<M/(M-2) for M>4, v<2 for M,<3, and v’=v(v-1))‘. 
Further, by (4.11) for 1 p( sufficiently large one has 
IJ Gb-q)f(q)dq G I [ J 
WJ IG(p-q)l”h 
141 -= IPll2 I41 c I/w 1 Ifl L”‘(W) 
C[~~(~)]l’rcieiiil~~ lflLV.(HP), (4.14) 
where bM is the volume of the unit ball in R”. By combining (4.12)-(4.14) 
we see that 
Dy@“+‘(p) +O as Ipl+=b 
which completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 1 
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that the solution 
@ n,m+l to (3.3) is in g3(HP, Hq). Let s be given by (2.5). We now take the 
inner product of (3.3) with A2?Vm+ ’ and use the identities 
( -&j”@“.“+ 1). (&pm+ 1) 
and 
for Z: HP + HP to obtain 
Also note that 
hf+ll 
V++‘(p)= C @““(p)e, 
j=M+l 
be the Fourier expansion of V’“+ I. Since 
and A,+l<;li<Aw+n, it follows from (3.5) that JAS@“*m+‘(p)J~+O as 
I p( --t co. Therefore the function A”@“~” +’ . A”@“*“‘+ ’ assumes its maxi- 
mum value at some point p. E HP. By the Maximum Principle one has 
D(A”@“.m+‘.AS@“,“+‘)=O and d(AS@%m + 1 -As@n,m+l)<O 
(4.19) 
at po. By using (4.18) and (4.19), we see that (4.17) implies that 
I@ n,m+l ls,cc GG: 1 I~n~m(Po)ls. 
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Hence, by (2.5) and (1.7), 
?t,t?t+1 I@ l3,m~G+, (Cl +c2f%3/u -c2G+A 
holds if AM+r>c2. 
By replacing s by 1 in the above argument we have that 
n,m+l I@ I I,00 G G: 1 l~‘*“~“ll,m. 
The final step in the argument is to show that if R is given by (2.2) and 
@“sm satisfies JIDP”)] I,oa <R, then one has /lDPmflIj ,,m <R. 
Recall that 
co ,p+‘(p)=DPm+‘(p)ex 
and 
a fv,“Jn 
apa 
(p)= DF’“~“(p)e,. 
By taking the Gateaux derivative of (3.3) in the direction v = C,“, v,e,, 
Iv/r = 1, we obtain 
-E,L~ f @;;“‘+‘v,+A 5 @TRm+‘v,+D f @~mm+l~,(FP’n,m-Ap) 
a=1 CZ=l Or=1 
+D@“,m+’ v, = F L pn.mvd, 
a=1 ap, 
(4.20) 
for p E HP. Next take the inner product of (4.20) with A2 C,“=, @T$” ‘up, 
and use the identities (4.15) and (4.16) with s= 1 and C,“=, cD”~““‘v~ 
replacing cP,~+ to obtain 
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for p E HP. Now 
AA f @?;m+lv,.A 5 @?$“+lvg>~M+l z @~brm+lv, ’ 
x=1 p=1 C7=1 1 
and 
f l,A@;$‘+lv,,A t @~i;“+‘vp&, f @:$“v$ 
Cl=1 p=1 Ix=1 
From Lemma 3.1 one has D@“,“+‘(p) + 0 as 1 pJ -+ co. It then follows 
from the Fourier expansion that 
ADc$“,~+‘(P)= 1 rijD$~“+‘(p)ej, 
j=M+l 
and therefore one has IC,“=, ~D”;x”+~v,l: -+O as Ipl -+ ~0. Hence 
ICKY I@ ?;r”+ l~E~f assumes a maximum at some p. E HP. By the Maximum 
Principle one has 
at po. We then obtain 
I M I= 
(A M+l 
a=1 1.m 
< 5 DA@“++’ 2 f’P.“%” 
M 
ap, 
v;A 1 @~;;“+‘vs 
a=1 p=1 L”(HP) 
< E DA@“~“‘+’ a FP.“?V, 
ap, 
IID@ n~m+llll,m 
a=1 o,oo 
(4.21) 
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Next one has 
2 FPs”,~ = DFPe, + DFP@yxm 
JPX 
and 
-!- F’s”,~ = DPe, + DFq@“;“, 
ah 
Hence, 
DA@“,?H+’ 2 FP,W 
ap, 
v, = F DAP’~“+‘(DFPe,)v, 
Or=1 x=1 
+ 5 DA@“,“+ ‘(DFW$‘)v,. 
a=1 
A calculation shows that 
DAP” + ‘(DFPe,) v, 
CZ=l 
and 
DA@“,“+ 1 (DF*@I:)v, G IlD@“~“lI l,rm IID@‘-+ ‘II 1.m. 
a=1 0, a3 
Thus, 
To handle the last term in (4.21) we obtain from the Cauchy-Schwarz 
inequality 
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Thus, we obtain 
(A M+l 
a=1 l,U 
Now by taking the supremum over all u = C,“= 1 uRe., IuJ r = 1, in (4.24) we 
finally obtain from (4.21)-(4.24) the inequality 
where a, b, c, and d are given by (2.8). 
For the remainder of the proof we need to distinguish between d > 0 and 
d= 0. First we consider the case where d>O. Let [Z (A,,,,, -A,). Note 
that the spectral gap condition (2.10) implies that 
[-C>O. (4.26) 
Next consider the inequality 
iR-(b+c)R-dR2<a. (4.27) 
This quadratic inequality (4.27) has (real) solutions R if and only if the 
discriminant 
([ - bc)2 - 4ad (4.28) 
of the polynomial 
P(R$dR2-([-b-c)R+a 
is nonnegative. Now the spectral gap condition (2.10) implies that the 
discriminant in (4.28) is positive. Let R be given by (2.12). Note that R is 
the smallest zero of the polynomial P( . ); also one has R > 0 since ad 2 0. 
We define S by SE IID@“*“+ ‘(1 l,m and use the assumption that 
11~@“~“11 I,m GR. 
Next assume that (a -I- bR) = 0. Since all three terms are nonnegative, this 
implies that a = 0. Equation (2.9) then implies that R = 0. Now (4.25) 
becomes ([ - c) S < 0 = R. Using (4.26) once again we see that S = 0 = R. 
NOW assume that a + bR > 0. Inequality (4.25) then implies that 
(i-c-dR)S<a+bR. (4.29) 
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By multiplying (4.29) by R and adding -bRS to both sides of (4.29) one 
obtains 
(CR- (b+c)R-dR2)S<aR+bR2-bRS. 
By using the definition of R one then obtains aS d aR + bR2 - bRS or 
(a+bR)S<(a+bR)R: 
which implies that S < R, since (a + bR) > 0. 
If d=O, then (2.12) gives R=a([-b-c)-‘, and (4.25) implies that 
(i-c)S<a+bR=(&c)R. 
Once again (4.26) implies that S < R, which completes the proof of (3.6). 
By subtracting (3.3) for m - 1 from (3.3) for m we obtain 
-E, A(@“~“‘+’ _~n,m)+A(~~.m+l-Qi~.m)+D(~~,m+I-Qi~,~)(FP,~,m-Ap) 
= D,$j’V’(FPJ’,“~ 1 _ ,,.,m) + pn,m _ F,“,“p 1, (4.30) 
for p E HP and m 2 1. We then apply A to (4.30), take the inner product 
with A(Pm+’ -Pm), and use the maximum principal, as above, to 
obtain 
which gives us (3.7). 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Define t3 by 
By (2.12), one has 8 < 1. By using a simple induction argument, it follows 
from (4.31) that for each n 2 1, the sequence AcF’~” converges uniformly to 
A@” and 
G1 If’ls,,. (4.32) 
Furthermore, since 11 D@“,“Il I,co < R for m 3 1, we can conclude by the 
Banach-Alaoglu Theorem that A@” E 7Y1.“(HP, Hq), (JDWJJ i,+ < R, and 
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for some sequence ~1~ + co, the directional derivatives @Terns converge 
weakly to @YE as mj + cc for every a, 1~ a Q M. (As a matter of fact, since 
the limit function @” is unique, the full sequence @l=“’ converges weakly to 
@yU as m -+ co.) Hence, DPm+ l(Fp,n,m - Ap) converges weakly to 
D@“(P”--Ap) as m + co. Thus, by (3.3), @” is a weak solution to (3.2). 
It then follows by the Schauder regularity theory that @” E%~(H~, W) is 
a classical solution to (3.2). 
From another application of the Banach-Alaoglu Theorem it follows 
that @” is in W’,*(H”, Hq). The arguments given for Lemma 3.1 and 
Lemma 3.2 can be used to show that Gi” is the unique solution to (3.2) in 
W1,*(Hp, Hq) n W”‘.E(Hp, Hq) such that lID@“lI 1 m 6 R. These arguments 
also show that @“EV”(H~\~~~, Hq), 
for all 171 20, and 
n.m+l IQ, I s,m a12+,h+c2P~~1M1 -c*G+1), 
I@“1 l,m<&flI~“ll,,. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3 and the Main Theorem. 1 
Remark. Finally we note that our proof of the existence of an invariant 
manifold for (1.1) is new even when the ambient space H is finite dimen- 
sional. As noted in the Introduction, the argument used by Sacker [ 30,3 1 ] 
required that the second derivatives of the approximate solutions QE of 
(1.6) be bounded uniformly in E for E > 0. If the eigenvalues of A satisfy the 
stronger gap condition 
1 M+I -21,=-K, (4.33) 
for an appropriate constant K,, then one can prove a uniform bound on 
the second derivatives of @,. However, as explained in Chow, Lu, and Sell 
[S], the gap condition (4.33) is an unrealistic requirement for nonlinear 
evolutionary equations which are generated by parabolic partial differential 
equations, where the elliptic part is a differential operator of order 
2m,m>l. 
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